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Presentation Notes
Our experience with our water environment and associated policy decisions is related to current realities of local water quantity and quality.  Let me highlight major water policy decisions from settlement to urban transformation.



Water for Settlement
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Water for Growth
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Support commerceFacilitate shipping and receiving >Pollution



Citizens Speak

"The Delaware River's pungent stench reached as far 
inland as City Hall“  - City Archives 1949

"Yacht Quits Anchorage Here as River's Filth Mars Paint“ 
– Pulblic Ledger  1931
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Economic success contributed heavily to poor water quality. One disgruntled citizen wrote a letter to the Philadelphia Inquirer in polluted river water, or 'Schuylkill Ink'.



Water for Human Health
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In 1799, the Watering Committee traveled to the countryside to evaluate the feasibility go drawing drinking water from the Schuylkill River for the growing city.Adjacent to the Schuylkill River atop Faire Mount, the highest point on the banks of the river, the waterworks drew in river water which was gravity-fed to lower points in the city.



The Leap to Environmental Health
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Wastewater discharges increased during the industrial revolution and manifested in outbreaks of typhoid fever. In 1868 Fairmount Park, the world's largest urban park, was created to protect the water supply.

http://www.phillyh2o.org/filt/5_TyphoidDeathRate.jpg�


A Shift to Environmental Justice
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Health concerns resulted in government sanctioned housing standards and new regulations by the Board of Health for sewer systems, which expressed waste and stormwater to nearby rivers and creeks and rid residents of several related health problems.



A a Return to Fishable, Swimmable
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In 1987 reauthorization of the CWA introduced policies that are more than just and equitable but protective and restorative. GCCW
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